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HIGHLIGHTS 
● Solving the fundamental problem to calculate the performance parameters of the FM/FM/1 queuing 

system in transient state. 

● Resolving the problem of the performance parameters of the FM/FM/1 queuing system in transient 

state by the fuzzy arithmetic of ∝ − cuts and intervals using in transient state (TS).  

● Using the analytical method with its different stages.  

● Representation of the graphs of the performance parameters of the FM/FM/1 queuing system in the three-

dimensional space in the transient regime in a fuzzy environment. 

 

ABSTRACT 

This scientific article sets out to solve the following fundamental problem to calculate the performance 

parameters of the FM/FM/1 queuing system in transient state. To resolve this problem the fuzzy arithmetic 

of ∝ − cuts and intervals was used in transient state (TS). To achieve the expected results of our work, we 

used the analytical method with its different stages which are : selecting textual or visual documents ( 

books, articles, conferences, seminars,... with or without internet); read and analyze the content of these 

documents; record selected documents related to our research topic; interpret during the reading and the 

classification, the data obtained. This method helped us to identify the appropriate mathematical approach 

to evolve the performance of the queuing system under study. This is precisely the relaxed a-cuts and 

intervals. To illustrate this approach, a numerical example is given in the sixth section. The membership 

function enabled us to represent the graphs of the performance parameters of the FM/FM/1 queuing system 

in the three-dimensional space in the transient regime in a fuzzy environment. 

 

Keywords: Performance parameters, fuzzy markovian queuing system, flexible α-cuts method, Zadeh's 

extension principle, α-cuts intervals arithmetic. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, queues play an important role in several areas, whether in production systems, computer 

systems, communication systems, sanitary systems or any other system in the daily life. The world today is 
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in search of the best quality of service and the best system performance. Regarding to the system 

performance, Baynat. B points out that ‘’it becomes inconceivable to build any system whatsoever without 

first having done a performance analysis. This approach must go through a stage of modeling and 

performance analysis (Dervaraj, 2015). 

 

Thus, facing to such a position and in view of the fact that none of the mathematical models introduced so 

far in fuzzy queuing theory to evaluate the performance parameters, has been devoted to fuzzy Markovian 

queueing systems in transient regime. This scientific article sets out to solve the following fundamental 

problem : “Would the method of relaxed α-cuts be able to calculate the performance parameters of the fuzzy 

Markovian FM/FM/1 queuing system in the transient regime? ". Thus the main hypothesis of our work is 

formulated in these terms: “it would be possible to calculate the performance parameters of the queuing 

system under study via of the α-cuts arithmetic and intervals”. The literature reviewed in fuzzy mathematics 

points out that many operational researchers such as (Jeeva, 2015, Noora, 2017, Kalayanaraman, 2015, 

Gani, 2016, Bede, 2015, Mukeba, 2015 & Palpandi, 2016), used the relaxed alpha-cuts method based on 

the arithmetic of α-cuts and intervals to calculate the performance parameters of the FM/FM/1 queuing 

system in steady state but not, in transient regime (TR). The question still remains a concern of researchers 

today. Thus, as for the calculation of the performance parameters of the FM/FM/1 fuzzy Markovian holding 

system in transient regime by the flexible α-cuts method, we dare affirm with regard to the literature, to 

bring a not insignificant contribution in the fuzzy queuing theory. 

 
In this work, we limit ourselves to calculate the performance parameters such as the average number of the 

customers and the average time of the stay of customers in the system at an instant 𝑡(𝑡 ≥ 0)of the queueing 

model in study in transient state To achieve this, our approach is presented as follows: the second section 

will recall the notions of fuzzy sets and fuzzy numbers. The third section will present Zadeh's extension 

principle and the two kinds of fuzzy arithmetic. The fourth section will define the fuzzy functions. The fifth 

section will give the calculation procedure of the relaxed α-cut method. The sixth section will treat a 

numerical example which will give all the steps of the resolution of the method. Finally the seventh section 

will give the conclusion of the work. 

 

Fuzzy sets and numbers 
 
Fuzzy sets 

 
Definition 1. (Bede, 2015; Mukeba, 2016). Let E be a classical or a universe set. A fuzzy set Ã (or a fuzzy 

subset Ã) of E is defined by the function  𝑛Ã, called membership function of Ã, ranging from E in the unit 

interval [0,1]. Thus, 𝑛Ã (𝑥)is called the membership degree of 𝑥 into 𝐸, ∀𝑥 ∈ Ã. For each 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸 such that 

𝑛Ã (𝑥) = 1, 𝑥 is said mean value, modal value or mode of  Ã. 

 
Definition 2. (Gani, 2017; Mukeba, 2016). Let Ã be a fuzzy subset on E. The alpha-cut Ã𝛼, the support 

supp ( Ã), the height ℎ(Ã)and the core core (Ã)of Ã, are classical sets defined respectively as follows, for 

every ∝∈ [0,1]: 
• Ã∝ = {𝑥 ∈ 𝐸/𝑛Ã(𝑥) ≥∝}          (1)  

• supp (Ã) = {𝑥 ∈ 𝐸/𝑛Ã(𝑥) > 0}                    (2) 

• ℎ (Ã) = max{ 𝑛Ã (𝑥)/𝑥 ∈ 𝐸}                    (3) 

• 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (Ã) = {𝑥 ∈ 𝐸/𝑛Ã (𝑥) = 1}       (4) 
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The membership function of a fuzzy set Ã can be expressed in terms of characteristic functions of these α-

cuts according to the formula (Dervaraj, 2015): 

 

              𝑛Ã(𝑥) = supmin{ ∝, 𝑛Ã∝(𝑥)}                     (5) 

                              ∝∈ [0,1] 
 

where 𝑛Ã∝(𝑥) = {
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈  Ã ∝
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

    

 

Definition 3. ( Zadeh, 2015; Mukeba, 2016). A fuzzy set Ã is said to be normal  𝑖𝑓𝑓 ℎ(Ã) = 1 and convex   

𝑖𝑓𝑓 𝑛Ã(ℷ𝑥 + (1 − ℷ)𝑦) ≥ min{𝑛Ã(𝑥), 𝑛Ã(𝑦) }, ∀ ℷ ∈ [0,1], ∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐸.  
 
Fuzzy numbers 

 

Definition 4. (Buckley and, 2015; Mukeba, 2015). A fuzzy number Ã is a fuzzy subset defined on the 

universe ℝ such that: 

(𝑖)𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (Ã) ≠ ∅  

(𝑖𝑖)Ã∝ is a closed and bounded intervals of ℝ, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 ∝∈ [0,1]: 
(𝑖𝑖𝑖) 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 (Ã) is bounded. 

 
Definition 5. (Barak, 2017). A fuzzy number Ã is said to be strictly positive iff  ∀𝑥 < 0, 𝑛Ã(𝑥) = 0 and 

negative iff ∀𝑥 > 0, 𝑛Ã(𝑥) = 0 

 

Definition 6. (Mukeba and al. 2015). Let Ã and �̂� be  two fuzzy numbers. Ã < �̂�  if ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 (Ã), ∀𝑦 ∈

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 (�̂� ), 𝑥 < 𝑦. In other words, Ã < �̂�  𝑖𝑓𝑓 𝑠𝑢𝑝{𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 (Ã)} < inf{𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 (�̂� )}.                                 (6) 

 

Definition 7. 

A fuzzy number Ã is said a triangular fuzzy number if there exists three real numbers 𝑎 < 𝑏 < 𝑐 such that: 

𝑛Ã (𝑥) = {

𝑥−𝑎

𝑏−𝑎
. 𝑖𝑓 𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏

𝑐−𝑥

𝑐−𝑏
. 𝑖𝑓 𝑏 < 𝑥 ≤ 𝑐

𝑜             𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒      

  

 

Note 1. 

a. Such triangular fuzzy number is often denoted  Ã = (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)or Ã (𝑎/𝑏/𝐶)and 𝑏 is called the 

modal value of  Ã. 

b. If ]a , c[ is the support of  Ã with modal value b , then the cut of Ã of level α is the closed interval: 

Ã∝ = [(𝑏 − 𝑎) ∝  +𝑎, (𝑏 − 𝑐) ∝ +𝑐]                        (7) 

 

Zadeh 's Extension Principle and Fuzzy Arithmetic 
 
Zadeh extension principle  

 
Introduced by (Zadeh, 2015) and later developed by (Mary, 2018; Vincent, 2017; Gani, 2016), the extension 

principle is one of the powerful ideas in the fuzzy set theory. It makes it possible to exploit classical 

knowledge in the case of fuzzy data (Wang, 2016). 
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Definition 8. (Bede, 2015). Let 𝐸 = 𝐸1 × 𝐸2  × … × 𝐸𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝙵 𝑏𝑒 two universes and let 𝒻 an application 

from E in  𝙵. The principle of extension is an application 𝒻 , 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 �̂� (𝐸) into �̂� (F), such that ∀ Ã ∈

�̂� (𝐸), ∃  �̂� ∈ �̂�(𝐹): 𝒻(Ã) = �̂�, 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑠  𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑦 ∈ 𝐹: 𝑏𝑦 

𝑛�̂�(𝑦) =    {
sup {min {𝑛Ã1(𝑥1), 𝑛Ã2(𝑥2),… . . 𝑛Ã𝑛(𝑥𝑛) }} 𝑖𝑓 𝒻(𝑦)

−1 ≠ ∅
 

𝑥 ∈ 𝐸/𝒻(𝑥) = 𝑦                                                                    
𝑜, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                                  

  

where �̂� (𝐸), �̂�(𝐹)and 𝒻−1 are respectively the family of fuzzy subsets of E, the family of fuzzy subsets of 

F and the inverse map of 𝒻. 

 

Fuzzy arithmetic 

 
Fuzzy arithmetic based on Zadeh 's extension principle 

 
One of the techniques which makes the strength of the principle of extension of Zadeh is the fuzzy 

arithmetic based on this principle. Using this technique, we have succeeded to extend a classical operation 

∗defined in  ℝ to a fuzzy binary operation ⊛ in F ( ℝ), such that ∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ ℝ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∀�̂�, �̂� ∈ 𝐹(ℝ), 
𝑛�̂�⊛�̂�(𝑧) = 𝑠𝑢𝑝 {min {𝑛�̂�(𝑥), 𝑛�̂�(𝑦)}/𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ ℝ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦 = 𝑧}.                                                              (8) 

 

Fuzzy arithmetic based on α-cuts and intervals arithmetic 

  
Arithmetic of intervals 

 
Definition 9. (Buckley, 2016). Let [ 𝑎1, 𝑏1] and [𝑎2, 𝑏2] be two closed and bounded intervals of ℝ. If ∗ ∈
{+,−, 𝑋,÷}, then the operation ∗ is defined by: 

[ 𝑎1, 𝑏1] ∗  [𝑎2, 𝑏2] = [∝, 𝛽]or [∝, 𝛽] = {𝑎 ∗ 𝑏/𝑎1 ≤ 𝑎 ≤ 𝑏1, 𝑎2 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝑏2}                   (9) 

Where the division only has sense if 0 ∉[ 𝑎2, 𝑏2]. With the fundamental operations, the expression    (9)is 

developed as follows: 

• [𝑎1, 𝑏1] + [𝑎2, 𝑏2] = [𝑎1 + 𝑎2, 𝑏1 + 𝑏2]                       (10) 

• [𝑎1, 𝑏1] − [𝑎2, 𝑏2] = [𝑎1 − 𝑏2, 𝑏1 − 𝑎2]                                   (11) 

• [𝑎1, 𝑏1]. [𝑎2, 𝑏2] =

[min{ 𝑎1𝑎2, 𝑎1 𝑏2, 𝑏1 𝑎2, 𝑏1 𝑏2},max{𝑎1, 𝑎2,𝑎1𝑏1, 𝑏1𝑎2, 𝑏1𝑏2, }]                                                    (12) 

• 
[𝑎1,𝑏1]

[𝑎2,𝑏2]
= [max{

𝑎1

𝑎2
,
𝑎1

𝑏2
,
𝑏1

𝑎2
,
𝑏1

𝑏2
} ,max{

𝑎1

𝑎2
,
𝑎1

𝑏2
,
𝑏1

𝑎2
,
𝑏1

𝑏2
}]                    (13) 

Arithmetic of α-cuts 

 

Let Ã and �̂� 𝑏𝑒 two fuzzy numbers. The fuzzy addition ⊕, subtraction ⊖, multiplication ⊙ and division 

⊘ of Ã and �̂� are defined through their α-cuts(0 ≤∝≤ 1) which are closed and bounded intervals of ℝ. If 

Ã𝛼 = [Ã
∟(∝), Ã∪(∝)]𝑎𝑛𝑑 �̂� ∝ = [ �̂� 

∟(∝), �̂� ∪(∝)] represent respectively the α-cuts of Ã and the α-cuts 

of  𝐵,̂ then (Bede, 2015; Buckley, 2016) give the fundamental operations relative to the α-cuts of Ã and �̂�as 

follows: 

• [Ã⊕ �̂�] ∝ = Ã∝ + �̂�∝ = [Ã
∟ (∝), Ã∪(∝)] + [�̂�∟(∝), �̂�∪(∝)]                                (14) 

• [Ã ⊖ �̂�] ∝ = Ã∝ − �̂�∝ = [Ã
∟ (∝), Ã∪(∝)] − [�̂�∟(∝), �̂�∪(∝)]                                (15) 

• [Ã ⊙ �̂�] ∝ = Ã∝. �̂�∝ = [Ã
∟ (∝), Ã∪(∝)]. [�̂�∟(∝), �̂�∪(∝)]                                (16) 
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• [Ã ⊙ �̂�] ∝ =
Ã∝

�̂�∝
=

[Ã(∝)
∟ ,Ã(∝)

∪ ]

[�̂� (∝),
∟

�̂� (∝),
∪

]
                                   (17) 

The α-cuts in (14), (15), 16 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (17) 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑡ℎ𝑒 intervals arithmetic formulas in (10), 

(11), (12) and (13). 

 

Arithmetic of α-cuts and intervals 
   

Definition 10. To perform the fuzzy arithmetic operations by "the arithmetic of α-cuts and intervals" we 

must use the following relations : 

• (14), (15), (16), (17) for defuzzification, 

• (10), (11), (12) 𝑎𝑛𝑑  (13)  for classical arithmetic on closed intervals ofℝ, 

• (5) for fuzzification. 

These three operations work together to characterize the α-cuts approach. 

 

Fuzzy function 
 

Definition 11. (Allahviranlov, 2015) 

Let ℑ (ℝ) be the set of fuzzy numbers. We say that 𝒻 (𝑥)is a fuzzy function (or fuzzy-valued function) if 

it’s defined as follows: 

𝒻 ∶ ℝ ⟶ ℑ(ℝ)             (18) 

𝑥 ⟶ 𝒻 (𝑥)  
 

Definition 12. The α-cut representation of a fuzzy function 𝒻 ̂is given by: 

𝒻∝(𝑥) = [𝒻∝
,∟ (𝑥), 𝒻∝

∪(𝑥)] = [𝒻 
∟ (𝑥, ∝), 𝒻 

∪(𝑥, ∝)], 0 ≤∝≤ 1                                ( 19) 

 

Definition 13. The support of a fuzzy function �̂� is defined by: 

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 (𝒻(𝑥) )∝=0 =]𝒻 
∟(𝑥, 0), 𝒻 

∪(𝑥, 0)[                   (20) 

 

Definition 14. The kernel (or mode) of 𝒻 
 is defined by: 

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝒻 
 (𝑥)) = 𝒻 

∟(𝑥, 1) = 𝒻 
∪(𝑥, 1) ,                      ∝= 1                                                          (21) 

 

Definition 15. The membership function    𝑛𝒻  (𝑋)of the fuzzy function 𝒻 
 is given by: 

𝑛𝒻 (𝑋)
(𝑥, 𝓈𝑋) = {

(𝒻 
∟)−1(𝑥, 𝓈𝑋), 𝑖𝑓 𝒻 

∟(𝑥, 0) ≤ 𝓈𝑋 ≤ 𝒻 
∟(𝑥, 1) 

(𝒻 
∪)−1(𝑥, 𝓈𝑋), 𝑖𝑓 𝒻 

∪(𝑥, 1) < 𝓈𝑋 ≤ 𝒻 
∪(𝑥, 0)

  𝑜 ,                                                               

                                                       (22) 

Where 𝒻 
∟(𝑥, 𝑜)and 𝒻 

∪(𝑥, 0)are positive and continuous real functions 

 𝑛𝒻 (𝑋)
(𝑥, 𝓈𝑥) =

{
 
 

 
 

𝓈𝑋−𝒻 
∟(𝑋,0)

𝒻 
∟(𝑥,1)−𝒻 

∟(𝑥,0)
, 𝑖𝑓 𝒻 

 (𝑥, 0) ≤ 𝓈𝑥 ≤ 𝒻 
∟(𝑥, 1)

𝒻 
∪(𝑥,0)−𝓈𝑋

𝒻 
∪(𝑋,0)−𝒻 

∪(𝑥,1)
 𝑖𝑓 𝒻 

∪(𝑥, 1) ≤ 𝓈𝑥 ≤ 𝒻 
∪(𝑥, 0)  

0  ,                                                           

                                                          (23) 

where 𝓈𝑥 is a real function of 𝑥. 

 

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑒

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑒  
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Definition 16. (Alonge, 2019). Let �̃�𝑥(𝑡)(𝑡 ≥ 0 ) the fuzzy sate probability of queue FM/FM/1. Then : 

�̃�𝑥(𝑡) =  (
�̃�

�̃�
)
𝑥

(1 −
�̃�

�̃�
) (1 − 𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡).                                     (24) 

 

Definition 17. (Alonge, 2019). The fuzzy flow �̃� (𝑡) of the system at a date t is defined by:  

                   �̃�(𝑡) = [1 − �̃�0(𝑡)] �̃� 

= �̃�[�̃� + (1 − �̃�)𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡]                           (25) 

             𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ �̃� =
�̃�

�̃�
  is called traffic intensity 

 

Theorem 1. Let �̃�𝑆(𝑡) be the fuzzy mean number of customers in the system at time  𝑡 (𝑡 ≥ 0). 𝑆𝑜: 

                    �̃�𝑆(𝑡) =
�̃�

1−�̃�
(1 − 𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡)       (26) 

 
Demonstration  

                        �̃�𝑆(𝑡) = �̃�(𝑋𝑡) = ∑ 𝑥∞
𝑥=0 �̃�𝑥(𝑡) 

= ∑ 𝑥∞
𝑥=0 (

�̃�

�̃�
)
𝑥

(1 −
�̃�

�̃�
) (1 − 𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡) 

= (1 −
�̃�

�̃�
) (1 − 𝑒�̌�) (∑ 𝑥∞

𝑥=0 (
�̃�

�̃�
)
𝑥

 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  �̌� = −(�̃� − �̃�)𝑡 

= �̃�(1 − �̃�)(1 − 𝑒�̌�)(∑ 𝑥∞
𝑥=0 �̃�𝑥−1) 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ �̃� =

�̃�

�̃�
 

= �̃�(1 − �̃�)(1 − 𝑒�̌�)(∑ �̃�𝑥∞
𝑥=0 )′  

= �̃�(1 − �̃�)(1 − 𝑒�̌�) (
1

1−�̃�
)
′
, (𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ ∑ 𝑥∞

𝑥=0 =
1

1−�̃�
) 

= �̃�(1 − �̃�)(1 − 𝑒�̌�) [
1

(1−�̃�)2
] 

=
�̃�(1 − 𝑒�̃�)

1 − �̃�
 

Finally: 

�̃�𝑠 (𝑡) =
�̃�(1−𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡 )

1−�̃�
, �̃� =

�̃�

�̃�
 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡 ≥ 0  

 

Theorem 2. Let �̃�𝑠 (𝑡) be the average fuzzy residence time of customers in the system at a date 𝑡 ≥ 0. So: 

�̃�𝑠 (𝑡) = �̃�𝑠 (𝑡) �̃�(t)
−1

  

 

Demonstration  

�̃�𝑠 (𝑡) = �̃�𝑠 (𝑡) �̃�(t)
−1

  

= 
�̃�(1−𝑒�̃�)

1−�̃�


1

�̃��̃�+(1−�̃�)𝑒�̃�
, �̃� =

�̃�

�̃�
 , 𝜈 = −(�̃� − �̃�)𝑡  

From where: 

�̃�𝑠 (𝑡) =
�̃�(1−𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡 )

�̃�(1−�̃�)�̃�+(1−�̃�)𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡 
 , �̃� =

�̃�

�̃�
, 𝑡 ≥ 0 

 

Computation procedure of the flexible α - cuts method  
 

Consider a fuzzy queue whose rates are fuzzy numbers 𝜉1̃, 𝜉2̃, … , 𝜉�̃�; and the performance measure that we 

want to compute is a denoted Ψ̃(𝑡)𝑖𝑛 transient regime (TR) fuzzy function. 
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In the classical model, this measure and these rates are denoted respectively by Ѱ(t) and 𝜉1, 𝜉2, . . . 𝜉𝑛. The 

formula for Ѱ(t) in the classical model is often given by : 

 

Ѱ (t)= 𝒻(𝑡, 𝜉1, 𝜉2, … . , 𝜉𝑛)                       (27) 

 

Where t is a time variable and 𝒻a function with (𝑛 + 1)real variables defined using the fundamental 

operations " +,−,𝑋 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ÷ "in ℝ ; while in fuzzy model, this same formula is written: 

 

Ѱ̂(𝑡) = 𝒻(𝑡, 𝜉1̂, 𝜉2̂… . , 𝜉�̂�)                   (28) 

 

Where 𝒻is a fuzzy function with (𝑛 + 1)variables one of which is classical (i.e. the time t) and others fuzzy 

(i.e. 𝜉�̂�, 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛) ; using the fuzzy fundamental operations " ⊕,⊝,⊙  and ⊘ " in ℱ(ℝ). 
To determine the performance parameter Ѱ̂   of  a fuzzy Markovian queue in transient regime by the method 

of ∝ −𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠 relaxations, it suffices to use the arithmetic of ∝ −𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠 and intervals according to the procedure 

below. 

1. First determine the ∝ −𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠 of all fuzzy rates 𝜉1̂, 𝜉2̂… . , 𝜉�̂�using (1). We get the closed intervals of 

ℝ , 𝜉1∝̂ = [𝜑1(∝),𝜔1(∝)],  𝜉2∝̂ = [𝜑2(∝),𝜔2(∝)]… , 𝜉𝑛∝̂ = [𝜑𝑛(∝), 𝜔𝑛(∝)],where 𝜑𝑖(∝)and 

𝜔𝑖(∝)are real functions of∝ (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛). 

2. Applying to (28) the appropriate expressions of (14), (15), (16) and    (17), we obtain: 

Ѱ̂∝(𝑡) = 𝒻 (𝑡, 𝜉1∝̂, 𝜉2∝̂… . , 𝜉𝑛∝̂)   

= 𝒻(𝑡, [𝜑1(∝),𝜔1(∝)], … , [𝜑2(∝),𝜔2(∝)], … , [𝜑𝑛(∝),𝜔𝑛(∝)])                      (29) 

3. Applying (10), (11), (12) and (13) to (29), we obtain the following interval formed of ℝ: 

Ѱ̂∝(𝑡) = [Ѱ̂ 
∟
(𝑡, ∝), Ѱ̂ 

∪
(𝑡, ∝)]            (30) 

where Ѱ̂ 
∟
(𝑡, ∝) 𝑒𝑡 Ѱ̂ 

∪
(𝑡, ∝) are of  real functions of two real variables 𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∝ whose reciprocals define 

the membership function 𝑜𝑓  Ѱ̂ (𝑡)as follows: 

𝑛Ѱ̂(𝑡)(𝑡, 𝑋𝑡) = {

( Ѱ̂ 
∟
) −1(𝑡, 𝑥𝑡), 𝑖𝑓  Ѱ̂ 

∟
(𝑡, 0) ≤ 𝑥𝑡 ≤  Ѱ̂ 

∟
 (𝑡, 1)       , 𝑡 ≥ 0

( Ѱ̂ 
∪
)  −1(𝑡, 𝑥𝑡) , 𝑖𝑓  Ѱ̂ 

∪
(𝑡, 1) < 𝑥𝑡 ≤  Ѱ̂ 

∪
(𝑡, 0)     , 𝑡 ≥ 0 

0                           , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                 

 

4. The real 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠  Ѱ̂ 
∟
(𝑡, 0)and  Ѱ̂ 

∪
(𝑡, 0)obtained in (30) for ∝= 0,determine the support 

bounded of Ѱ̂(𝑡)and indicate that the fuzzy function Ѱ̂(𝑡)is between  Ѱ̂ 
∟
(𝑡, 0) and Ѱ̂ 

∪
(𝑡, 0). 

Therefore Ѱ̂(𝑡)can not go below  Ѱ̂ 
∟
(𝑡, 0)or exceed the upper bound  Ѱ̂ 

∪
(𝑡, 0). The modal 

function  Ѱ̂ 
∟
(𝑡, 1)=  Ѱ̂ 

∪
(𝑡, 1) is the most possible function of Ѱ̂(𝑡) 

In order to explain the steps of the method, we show below how it applies to a concrete numerical example. 

 

Numerical example 
 
States 
 

In a reference hospital, an ophthalmologist consults patients on odd-numbered days each week from 10:00 

a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The patients arrive there according to a Poisson law of parameter �̃� and the consultation 

of the doctor according to an exponential negative law of parameter �̃�. Fuzzy Parameters �̃� 𝑒𝑡 �̃� are such 
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that 
�̃�

�̃�
 is approximately 0.4. Note that            �̃� =  �̃� �̃�⁄  is the fuzzy trafic intensity. We also warn that this 

traffic intensity is a triangular fuzzy number and is noted by �̃� = (0, 3/0,4/0,5). 
 

Questions 
 

Determine in transient regime (RT), the following performance measures: 

a) The average number of patients in the system; 

b) The average length of stay of patients in the system 

Give the graphical representation of these fuzzy performance parameters and interpret the 
results. 
 

Solution 
 

Careful reading of the given example reveals that it is a fuzzy Markovian waiting system denoted FM/FM/1 

with a single server and infinite capacity. The traffic intensity being about 0.4 implies that the fuzzy rates 

�̃� and �̃� are respectively about 2 and 5. By assumption, the fuzzy traffic intensity 𝜌 ̃being a triangular fuzzy 

number, the rates �̃� and �̃� are also fuzzy numbers triangular and can be written (cfr. Remark 2.1. point a.) 

�̃� = (1/2/3) and �̃� = (4/5/6).,   �̃� < �̃�. 
 

Let us suppose that 𝜆and 𝓊are arrival and service rates in the classical model and let us also suppose that 

�̃�𝑠  (𝑡)𝑒𝑡 �̃�𝑠 (𝑡) are respectively the average number of patients and the average length of stay of patients 

in the system at a time t. In queuing theory, it is known that a queuing system is stable if 
𝜆

𝜇
< 1, this condition 

makes it possible to calculate these performance parameters in RT using the following formulas (Alonge, 

2019):       

• 𝑁𝑠 (t) =
𝜆 (1−𝑒−(𝜇−𝜆)𝑡)

𝜇−𝜆
         (31) 

• 𝑇𝑠(𝑡) =
𝜆 (1−𝑒−(𝜇−𝜆)𝑡)

(𝜇−𝜆 )[𝜆+(𝜇−𝜆 )𝑒−(𝜇−𝜆 )𝑡]
                   (32) 

By Zadeh's extension principle, the performance parameters in (31) and (32) can be extended to fuzzy 

performance parameters in transient regime (TR)  �̃�𝑠  (𝑡)𝑒𝑡 �̃�𝑠 (𝑡)  whose  mathematical formulas are: 

• �̃�𝑠  (𝑡) =
�̃�(1−𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡)

�̃�−�̃�
                  (33) 

•  �̃�𝑠 (𝑡) =
�̃�(1−𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡)

(�̃�−�̃�)[�̃�+(�̃�−�̃�)𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡]
                             (34) 

where rates �̃� 𝑎𝑛𝑑 �̃� are fuzzy variables. 

 

Note 2. The ∝ −𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠 of �̃� 𝑎𝑛𝑑 �̃� are (cfr. Note 1, b): 

�̃�∝ = [∝ +1,−∝ +3]                  (35) 

�̃�∝ = [∝ +4,−∝ +6]                  (36) 

 

Average number of patients in the system at a time t (𝒕 ≥ 𝟎) �̃�𝒔 (𝒕) 
 

To obtain �̃�𝑠  (𝑡), we must first determine the ∝ −𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠[�̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]∝ as shown in (30) in the following way: 
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[�̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]∝ = [
�̃�(1−𝑒−(�̃�⊝�̃�)𝑡

�̃�⊝�̃�
]
∝

  

𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 (14) 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑜 (17), 𝑤𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛  

=
�̃�∝(1−𝑒

−(�̃�⊝�̃�)𝑡)

�̃�∝−�̃�∝
  ⇓ 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 �̃�∝ 𝑎𝑛𝑑  �̃�∝ 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚  (35) 𝑎𝑛𝑑  (36) 𝑤𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛     

=
[∝+1,−∝+3]−[∝+1−∝+3]𝑒−(2∝+1,−2∝+5)𝑡

[2∝+1,−2∝+5]
, (𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ �̃� − �̃� = [2 ∝ +1 − 2 ∝ +5] 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜  (11))   

𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 (11)𝑡𝑜 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝑤𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑡 ∶   

=
[∝+1,−(∝+3)𝑒𝑥,−∝+3−(∝+1)𝑒𝑥]

[2∝+1,−2∝+5]
, 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑥 = −[2 ∝ +1,   − 2 ∝ +5]𝑡   

Using (13) for the division, we get 

[�̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]∝ = [𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐴(𝑡, ∝),max𝐴(𝑡, ∝)]  
Where min𝐴(𝑡, ∝) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 max𝐴(𝑡, ∝)are obtained by solving the following two parametric nonlinear 

programs (PNLP): 

{
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
min𝐴(𝑡, ∝) =                     ?                                                      
min𝐴(𝑡, ∝) = min{𝑎1(𝑡, ∝), 𝑎2(𝑡, ∝), 𝑎3(𝑡, ∝), 𝑎4(𝑡, ∝)}

        

𝑎1(𝑡, ∝) =
∝+1−(−∝+3)𝑒𝑋

2∝+1

𝑎2(𝑡, ∝) =
∝+1−(−∝+3)𝑒𝑋

−2∝+5

𝑎3(𝑡, ∝) =
−∝+3−(∝+1)𝑒𝑋

2∝+1

𝑎4(𝑡, ∝) =
−∝+3−(+∝+1)𝑒𝑋

−2∝+5

                              

0 ≤∝≤ 1      ,   𝑡 ≥ 0                                                                     

  

 

{
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
max𝐴(𝑡, ∝) =           ?                                                               
max𝐴(𝑡, ∝) = max{𝑎1(∝, 𝑡), 𝑎2(𝑡, ∝), 𝑎3(𝑡, ∝), 𝑎4(𝑡, ∝)}

        

𝑎1(𝑡, ∝) =
∝+1−(−∝+3)𝑒𝑋

2∝+1

𝑎2(𝑡, ∝) =
∝+1−(−∝+3)𝑒𝑋

−2∝+5

𝑎3(𝑡, ∝) =
−∝+3−(∝+1)𝑒𝑋

2∝+1

𝑎4(𝑡, ∝) =
−∝+3−(+∝+1)𝑒𝑋

−2∝+5

                              

0 ≤∝≤ 1      ,   𝑡 ≥ 0                                                                     

  

 

Solving these two PNLPs gives: 
[min𝐴(𝑡, ∝),max𝐴(𝑡, ∝)] = [𝑎2(𝑡, ∝), 𝑎3(𝑡, ∝)]  

= [
∝ +1 − (−∝ +3)𝑒𝑋

−2 ∝ +5
,
−∝ +3 − (−∝ +1)𝑒𝑋

2 ∝ +1
] 

Whose  [�̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]
∝

is written: 

[�̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]
∝
= [

∝+1−(−∝+3)𝑒𝑋

−2∝+5
,
−∝+3−(∝+1)𝑒𝑋

2∝+1
]                                               (37) 

with 𝑥 = −[2 ∝ +1,−2 ∝ +5]𝑡       , 𝑡 ≥ 0 

 

Average length of stay of patients in the system at a date t(𝒕 ≥ 𝟎) 
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To obtain  �̃�𝑠 (𝑡), we must first determine the ∝ −𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠 [ �̃�𝑠 (𝑡)]∝as indicated in (30) and we have 

progressively: 

[ �̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]∝ = [
�̃� − �̃�𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡

(�̃� − �̃�)[ �̃� + (�̃� − �̃�)𝑒−(�̃�−�̃�)𝑡
]

∝

 

𝑈𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚  (14) 𝑎𝑡 (17),𝑤𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛  

[ �̃�𝑠 (𝑡)]
∝
=

�̃�∝ − �̃�∝  ̃𝑒
−(�̃�∝−�̃�∝)𝑡

(�̃�∝ − �̃�∝)[�̃�∝ + (𝜇 − �̃�∝)𝑒
−(�̃�∝−�̃�∝)𝑡]

 

𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 �̃�∝ 𝑎𝑛𝑑  �̃�∝ 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 (35) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (36),𝑤𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑡 

[ �̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]∝ =
[∝+1,−∝+3]−[∝+1,−∝+3]𝑒−[2∝+1,−2∝+5]𝑡

[2∝+1,−2∝+5] {[∝+1,−∝+3]+[2∝+1,−2∝+5]𝑒−[2∝+1,−2∝+5]}
  , namely that 

  �̃�∝ − �̃�∝ = [∝ +4,−∝ +6] − [∝ +1,−∝ +3] = [2 ∝ +1,−2 ∝ +5]. 
𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔  (11) 𝑡𝑜 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝑤𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛  

[ �̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]∝ =
[∝ +1 − (−∝ +3)𝑒𝑥, −∝ +3 − (∝ +1)𝑒𝑥]

[2 ∝ +1,−2 ∝ +5]. [∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒𝑥, −∝ +3 + (−2 ∝ +5)𝑒𝑥]
𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑐  

𝑥 = −[2 ∝ +1,−2 ∝ +5]𝑡, 𝑡 ≥ 0 

𝑈𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 (12)𝑡𝑜 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝑤𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛  

[ �̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]∝ =
[∝ +1 − (−∝ +3)𝑒𝑥, −∝ +3 − (∝ +1)𝑒𝑥]

[min𝐵(𝑡, ∝),max𝐵(𝑡, ∝)]
 

where min𝐵(𝑡, ∝)and max B (t,∝) are solutions of the  following parametric non 

linear  programs (𝑃𝑁𝐿𝑃)  : 

{
 
 
 

 
 
 
min𝐵(𝑡, ∝) =            ?                                                              
min𝐵(𝑡, ∝) = min{𝑏1(𝑡, ∝), 𝑏2(𝑡, ∝), 𝑏3(𝑡, ∝), 𝑏4(𝑡, ∝)}

𝑏1(𝑡, ∝) = (2 ∝ +1)[∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒
𝑥]

       𝑏2(𝑡, ∝) = (2 ∝ +1)[−∝ +3 + (−2 ∝ +5)𝑒
𝑥]

  
𝑏3(𝑡, ∝) = (−2 ∝ +5)[∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒

𝑥]

      𝑏4(𝑡, ∝) = (−2 ∝ +5)[−∝ +3 + (−2 ∝ +5)𝑒
𝑥]

0 ≤∝≤ 1        ,      𝑡 ≥ 0                                                            

 

 

{
 
 
 

 
 
 
max𝐵(𝑡, ∝) =            ?                                                              
max𝐵(𝑡, ∝) = max{𝑏1(𝑡, ∝), 𝑏2(𝑡, ∝), 𝑏3(𝑡, ∝), 𝑏4(𝑡, ∝)}

𝑏1(𝑡, ∝) = (2 ∝ +1)[∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒
𝑥]

       𝑏2(𝑡, ∝) = (2 ∝ +1)[−∝ +3 + (−2 ∝ +5)𝑒
𝑥]

  
𝑏3(𝑡, ∝) = (−2 ∝ +5)[∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒

𝑥]

      𝑏4(𝑡, ∝) = (−2 ∝ +5)[−∝ +3 + (−2 ∝ +5)𝑒
𝑥]

0 ≤∝≤ 1        ,      𝑡 ≥ 0                                                            

 

Solving these two PNLPs gives: 

[min𝐵(𝑡, ∝),max𝐵(𝑡, ∝)] = [𝑏1(𝑡, ∝), 𝑏4(𝑡, ∝)] 
= [(2 ∝ +1)[∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒𝑥, 

(−2 ∝ +5)[−∝ +3 + (−2 ∝ +5)𝑒𝑥], 
and we have: 

[�̃�𝑠 (𝑡)]∝ =
[∝ +1 − (−∝ +3)𝑒𝑥, −∝ +3 − (∝ +1)𝑒𝑥]

[(2 ∝ +1)[∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒𝑥, (−2 ∝ +5)[−∝ +3 + (−2 ∝ +5)𝑒𝑥]]

⇓ 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 (13), 𝑡𝑜 𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑤𝑜   𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝑤𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛                     

[ �̃�𝑠 (𝑡)]∝ = [min𝐶(𝑡, ∝),max𝐶 (𝑡, ∝)]                                                                                

 

where min𝐶(𝑡, ∝)𝑎𝑛𝑑 max𝐶 (𝑡, ∝)are solutions of the following two PNLPS: 
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{
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
min𝐶(𝑡, ∝) =          ?                                                             
min𝐶(𝑡, ∝) = min{𝑐1(𝑡, ∝), 𝑐2(𝑡, ∝), 𝑐3(𝑡, ∝), 𝑐4(𝑡, ∝)}

𝑐1(𝑡, ∝) =
∝ +1 − (−∝ +3)𝑒𝑥

(2 ∝ +1)[∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒𝑥]

𝑐2(𝑡, ∝) =
∝ +1 − (−∝ +3)𝑒𝑥

(−2 ∝ +1)[−∝ +3 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒𝑥]

𝑐3(𝑡, ∝) =
−∝ +3− (∝ +1)𝑒𝑋

(2 ∝ +1)[∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒𝑥]

𝑐4(𝑡, ∝) =
−∝ +3 − (∝ +1)𝑒𝑥

(−2 ∝ +5)[−∝ +3 + (−2 ∝ +5)𝑒𝑥]
0 ≤∝≤ 1  ,    𝑡 ≥ ,0                                                              

 

{
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
max𝐶(𝑡, ∝) =          ?                                                             
max𝐶(𝑡, ∝) = max{𝑐1(𝑡, ∝), 𝑐2(𝑡, ∝), 𝑐3(𝑡, ∝), 𝑐4(𝑡, ∝)}

𝑐1(𝑡, ∝) =
∝ +1 − (−∝ +3)𝑒𝑋

(2 ∝ +1)[∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒𝑥]

𝑐2(𝑡, ∝) =
∝ +1 − (−∝ +3)𝑒𝑋

(−2 ∝ +1)[−∝ +3 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒𝑥]

𝑐3(𝑡, ∝) =
−∝ +3 − (∝ +1)𝑒𝑋

(2 ∝ +1)[∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒𝑥]

𝑐4(𝑡, ∝) =
−∝ +3 − (∝ +1)𝑒𝑥

(−2 ∝ +5)[−∝ +3 + (−2 ∝ +5)𝑒𝑥]
0 ≤∝≤ 1  ,    𝑡 ≥ ,0                                                              

 

 

Solving these two PNLPs gives: 

[min𝐶(𝑡, ∝),max𝐶(𝑡, ∝)] = [𝑐2(𝑡, ∝), 𝑐3(𝑡, ∝)] 

= [
∝ +1 − (−∝ +3)𝑒𝑥

(−2 ∝ +5)[−∝ +3 + (−2 ∝ +5)𝑒𝑥]
  , 

−∝ +3− (∝ +1)𝑒𝑥

(2 ∝ +1)[∝ +1 + (2 ∝ +1)𝑒𝑥]
] 

 

Finally, we have: 

[�̃�𝑠 (𝑡)]∝ = [
∝+1−(−∝+3)𝑒𝑥

(−2∝+5)[−∝+3+(−2∝+5)𝑒𝑥]
   ,   

−∝+3−(∝+1)𝑒𝑥

(2∝+1)[∝+1+(2∝+1)𝑒𝑥
]                                                            (38) 

 

with 𝑥 = −[2 ∝ +1,−2 ∝ +5]. 𝑡 ,    𝑡 ≥ 0 

 

Note 3. 
 

For ∝= 0 

𝑖)𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑥 = −[1,5]𝑡  ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑑 3  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑤𝑒 𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑥 = −3𝑡, (𝑡 ≥ 0). 

𝑖𝑖)[�̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]
∝=0

= 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝( �̃�𝑠  (𝑡)) =]0,2 − 0,6 𝑒−3𝑡, 3 − 𝑒−3𝑡[                           (39) 

is the support of �̃�𝑠 (𝑡). 

𝑖𝑖𝑖) [�̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]∝=0 = 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 (�̃�𝑠
 (𝑡)) = ]

1 − 3𝑒−3𝑡

15 + 25𝑒−3𝑡
,
3 − 𝑒−3𝑡

1 + 𝑒−3𝑡
[                                                          (40)   

Is the support of �̃�𝑠 (𝑡). 
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For∝= 1 : 
𝑖) 𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑥 = −[3,3]𝑡 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑑 3 𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑤𝑒 𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡 ∶ 𝑋 = −3𝑡 (𝑡 ≥ 0)  

𝑖𝑖) [�̃�𝑠  (𝑡)]
∝=1

= 𝑁𝑜𝑦 (�̃�𝑠  (𝑡)) = {0,7 − 0,7𝑒−3𝑡}  , 𝑡 ≥ 0                          (41) 

is the kernel (or mode) of �̃�𝑠 (𝑡). 

𝑖𝑖𝑖)[�̃�𝑠 (𝑡)]∝=1 = 𝑁𝑜𝑦 (�̃�𝑠
 (𝑡)) = {

2−2𝑒−3𝑡

6+9𝑒−3𝑡
} , 𝑡 ≥ 0                                                                              (42) 

is the kernel (or mode) of �̃�𝑠  (𝑡). 
 

Graphics  
 

If ∝ varies from 0 to 1, the closed intervals in (37) and (38) describe the graphs of the membership functions 

of the fuzzy performance parameters �̃�𝑠  (𝑡) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 �̃�𝑠 (𝑡) of fuzzy markovian queuing system FM/FM/1 in 

transient regime.  These graphs are represented on  Figures 1 and 2 as follows: 

 

 
Figure 1: Graph of the membership function 𝑛�̃�𝑠(𝑡)of the fuzzy function �̃�𝑠

 (𝑡) 
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Figure 2 : Graph of the membership function 𝑛�̃�𝑠(𝑡) of the fuzzy function  �̃�𝑠

 (𝑡). 

 

Results and discussion 
 

The system stability condition �̃� < �̃� being satisfied, the standby system in this case operates normally and 

we can evaluate the performance parameters of system under study in transient regime. Thus, if we pose 

successively ∝= 0 𝑒𝑡 ∝= 1 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (37)𝑎𝑛𝑑 (38),we obtain respectively 𝑁�̃�(𝑡, 0) = [0,2 −

0,6𝑒−3𝑡;  3 − 𝑒−3𝑡], 𝑇�̃�(𝑡, 0) = [
1−3𝑒−3𝑡

15+25𝑒−3𝑡
,
3−𝑒−3𝑡

1+𝑒−3𝑡
] and  𝑁�̃�(𝑡, 1) = {0,7 − 0,7𝑒−3𝑡}, 𝑇�̃�(𝑡, 1) =

{
2−2𝑒−3𝑡

6+9𝑒−3𝑡
}. Figure 1 shows that the average number of patients in the waiting system 𝑁�̃�(𝑡),is a fuzzy 

function of time whose the graph is included between the curves of equation 𝑁𝑠
�̃�(𝑡, 0) = 0,2 − 0,6𝑒−3𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 

𝑁𝑠
∪̃(𝑡, 0) = 3 − 𝑒−3𝑡.The curve 𝑁�̃�(𝑡, 1) = 0,7 − 0,7𝑒−3𝑡is its most possible modal curve. For 𝑡 →

+∞,the average fuzzy number 𝑁�̃� is approximately between 0 and 3 patients in the system. 

Figure 2 in turn indicates that the mean time of stay of patients in the system 𝑇�̃�(𝑡), is a fuzzy function of 

time whose the graph is included between the curves of equations 𝑇𝑠
�̃�(𝑡, 0) =

1−3𝑒−3𝑡

15+25𝑒−3𝑡
 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑠

∪̃(𝑡, 0) =

3−𝑒−3𝑡

1+𝑒−3𝑡
.The curve of equation 𝑇�̃�(𝑡, 1) =

2−2𝑒−𝑒𝑡

6+9𝑒−3𝑡
is the curve of its most modal function possible. For 𝑡 →

+∞,the average waiting time 𝑇�̃�of patients in the system varies approximately between 0.1 and 3 hours, or 

between 6 and 180 minutes. Its maximum possible value is 0.3 hours, or 18 minutes. 
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Conclusion 
 

At the end of our scientific article which focused on “the computing of performance parameters of fuzzy 

Markovian system FM/FM/1 in transient regime by flexible  ∝ −𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠 method”, it was a question of 

calculating these.  

 

Performance of the holding system in transient regime using flexible ∝ −𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠 𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑  based on the fuzzy 

arithmetic of ∝ −𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠 and intervals. 

 

In practice, to facilitate the calculations, a procedure of flexible ∝ −𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠 was developed in transient regime 

and enabled us to find the ∝ −𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠parameters of performance, their supports and modes as well as their 

membership functions which made it possible to graph in three-dimensional space. This underlines the 

originality and the contribution of this research in the theory of queuing. We can also examine in transient 

regime, the same problem when the number of servers increases and becomes greater than or equal to two 

for a fuzzy Markovian queue. 
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